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Multi-Photon Absorption in Metal-Organic Frameworks


Abstract: Multi-photon absorption (MPA) is among the most prominent nonlinear optical (NLO) effects and has applications, for example in telecommunications, defense, photonics and biomedicines. Established MPA materials include dyes, quantum dots, organometallates and conjugated polymers, most often dispersed in solution. We demonstrate how metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a novel NLO solid-state materials class, can be designed for exceptionally strong MPA behavior. MOFs consisting of zirconium- and hafnium-oxo-clusters and featuring a chromophore linker based on the tetraphenylethene (TPE) molecule exhibit record high two-photon absorption (2PA) cross section values, up to 3600 GM. The unique modular building-block principle of MOFs allows enhancing and optimizing their MPA properties in a theory guided approach by combining tailored charge polarization, conformational strain, three-dimensional arrangement and alignment of the chromophore linkers in the crystal.

Multi-photon absorption (MPA) is a process in which two or more photons are simultaneously absorbed by a material (Figure 1). MPA facilitates important applications, such as two-photon fluorescence microscopy,[1] three-dimensional (3D) optical data storage[2], optical limiting[3], and 3D microfabrication[4], to name a few. So far, the search for materials with high MPA cross section values has focused on organic dye molecules, polymers, organometallic compounds and nanoparticles.[5] However, commonly used MPA materials are mainly usable only as low concentrated solutions (~10⁻² mol/dm³)[6] to avoid unwanted aggregation and concentration quenching of the MPA excited emission, along with low optical stability.[6]

A new material class, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), offers an elegant way to overcome these challenges. MOFs consist of metal ion/cluster nodes bound to organic molecules called linkers and self-assembled into crystalline structures[7] with unique packing of the linkers (Figure 2). MOFs have mainly been investigated in the context of gas storage, gas separation and catalysis.[8] Intrinsic nonlinear optical (NLO) properties can be tuned in MOFs by choosing chromophores as linkers.[9] Alternatively, MOFs can be loaded (by impregnation) with dyes to achieve NLO (extrinsic) properties and multi-photon pumped lasing.[10] Particularly, the spatial arrangement, rigidification and a specific conformation of the linker, caused by the pinning of the linker between the metal nodes leads to materials which outperform any solid-state MPA material known so far. We identified five important design criteria to obtain MOFs with record high MPA cross section values.

Figure 1. A scheme depicting the excitation of a metal-organic framework (MOF) crystal and the observation of multi-photon excited fluorescence. Middle: Emission of green fluorescence upon excitation of a yellow MOF crystal by a focused beam of a femtosecond laser. Left: Energy level diagram showing the simultaneous absorption of one to multiple photons and the green fluorescence emission from the excited state. Right: Schematic view of the MOF, with the metal-nodes (red spheres) interlinked by the chromophore linker (blue/grey structures). Note, the conformation of the biphenyl units of the linker is simplified for clarity (see Supporting Information).

Our design concept for a perfect MOF for superior MPA applications follows several criteria that are similar to those employed for organic or organometallic NLO chromophore molecules:[6b, 11] a) molecular dipole or multipolar structural units for an enhanced polarization of the charge distribution, b) presence of planar structural motifs with long π-conjugation, c) high fluorescence quantum yield, d) narrow one-photon absorption (1PA) and two-photon (2PA) absorption bands, as well as significant wavelength differences between them, and e) alignment and high packing density (concentration mol/dm³) of the NLO chromophore. A very desirable aspect and so far unresolved challenge to match the last criterion is the rational control of organization and arrangement of the chromophores, i.e. donor and acceptor units in 3D space.[12] MOFs offer a unique access to a “targeted design” of this property.

In this work, we demonstrate how the 2PA cross section values of the parent tetrakis[4-(4-carboxyphenyl)phenyl]ethylene
The Zr-based materials 1, 3 and 4 show higher 2PA, 3PA and 4PA action cross section values than their respective Hf analogues. Although the cubic MOFs 1 and 2 have a higher TCPE concentration, they show reduced, however, still very high 2PA action cross section values compared to dyes, quantum dots, porphyrins and other MOFs (see Supporting Information, Section 3); the same trend holds for the 3PA and 4PA (Figure 3b).

For a better understanding of this discovery, we perform electronic structure calculations on the level of time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)\textsuperscript{[18]} (see Supporting Information, Section 4) using the long-range corrected hybrid functional cam-B3LYP.\textsuperscript{[17]} We systematically investigate the origin of the massively increased 2PA cross section by exploring the influence of charge transfer, polarization and structural arrangement on the non-linear optical properties.

First, we study the effect of the metal-oxo cluster node and co-ligands on the charge transfer between the TCPE linker and the node by calculating Hirshfeld charges.\textsuperscript{[18]} For the two cubic MOFs 1 and 2, we obtain a charge transfer of $1e$ per linker.

Figure 2. Basic building blocks and structures of the investigated MOFs (compound 1-6). Top left: The basic building blocks are zirconium- and hafnium-oxo cluster nodes (M$_2$O$_4$(OH)$_4$), a flexible TCPE linker and two different co-ligands (trifluoroacetate or hydroxide). Bottom left: a schematic view of the cubic MOFs 1, ZrTCPE$_{exo}$, [ZrO(OH)$_4$(TCPE)$_2$] and 2, HfTCPE$_{exo}$, [HfO(OH)$_3$(TCPE)$_2$], where the nodes are coordinated by 12 carboxylate groups of the TCPE linkers (12-connected node). Right: hexagonal kagome-type lattice MOFs 3-6 (M$^6$X$_2$TCPE$_{supra}$, [M$_2$O$_4$(OH)$_4$]$_2$(RO$_2$)(X)$_2$(TCPE)$_2$)$_2$, $M$ = Zr or Hf, $X$ = OH or CO$_2$CF$_3$), where the nodes are coordinated by 8 carboxylate groups (8-connected node) resulting in the formation of a mesoporous structure with 1D channels along the $z$-axis. In the case of 3, Zr/CO$_2$CF$_3$/TCPE$_{supra}$ and 5, Hf/CO$_2$CF$_3$/TCPE$_{supra}$ the nodes are also coordinated by trifluoroacetate co-ligands (top right), whereas in 4, Zr/OH/TCPE$_{supra}$ and 6, Hf/OH/TCPE$_{supra}$, the nodes are coordinated by additional OH and H$_2$O (bottom right).

(H$_2$TCPE) NLO chromophore can be increased by two orders of magnitude by integrating them as TCPE linkers into a rigid MOF structure. Optimizing TCPE-based MOFs by synthesis to fulfill the above mentioned design criteria, we achieve record high 2PA action cross section values of 3582 GM (GM abbreviates the unit G"{o}ppert-Mayer, 1GM = 10$^{-50}$ cm$^2$/s photon$^{-1}$).

To demonstrate the effect of the nature of the building blocks on the MPA efficiency, we choose zirconium- and hafnium-oxo clusters as inorganic nodes and trifluoroacetate (TFA) or hydroxide (OH) as additional co-ligands (Figure 2). Employing these building blocks, we synthesize a series of chemically robust MOFs (1-6 in Figure 2) (see Supporting Information, Section 1). All six compounds feature nodes with an octahedral core unit (M$_2$O$_4$(OH)$_4$), where M stands for the respective metal ion. The MOFs 1 and 2 crystallize in the cubic space group $Pm$-$3m$, where the 12-connected metal ion nodes are located at the cubic corners and TCPE linkers cover the cubic faces.\textsuperscript{[19]} MOF 3-8 crystallize in the hexagonal space group $P6/mmm$ and contain three 8-connected nodes and six highly strained TCPE linkers per unit cell forming a 3D-kagome lattice. This structural arrangement leads to one of the largest known 1D open channels among MOFs.\textsuperscript{[19]} Nevertheless, a comparably dense packing of the TCPE can still be achieved,\textsuperscript{[20]} leading to chromophore linker concentrations of 0.52 mol/dm$^3$ (1, 2) and 0.28 mol/dm$^3$ (3-6). The electrophile charge polarization influence of the node on the chromophore linker is explored by including two series of MOFs, Zr-based nodes (Figure 2; MOFs 1, 3, 4) and their isostructural Hf-
leading to a positively charged TCPE. Here, the choice of Zr versus Hf shows no effect on the charge transfer. For the kagome lattice Zr-MOF 4 with hydroxide co-ligands, the charge transfer is equal to 1 and 2 (1 e per TCPE). However, if an electron-withdrawing TFA group is connected to the metal node of Zr-MOF 3, the charge transfer increases to 1.2 e, while the conformation and strain of the incorporated TCPE is hardly affected. Thus, the only significant difference between 3 and 4 is the enhanced charge transfer in 3 caused by the TFA co-ligand. In line with design criterion a) above, we thus attribute the increased MPA of the top performing MOF 3 (Figure 2) to this enhanced polarization of the chromophore.

In addition to the charge transfer, the TCPE linker in a MOF is strained and constrained in a plane. According to design criterion a) an increased charge polarization of a chromophore molecule enhances its NLO properties. However, it is not immediately clear how the charge polarization of a molecule is affected by strain. To assess this, we again use computed Hirshfeld charges and focus on the neutral and the positively charged free H4TCPE molecule as simple model for the MOF-incorporated TCPE linker. Specifically, we consider the difference of the Hirshfeld charges on the inner tetraphenylethylene group and the Hirshfeld charges on the four outer phenyl carboxylic acid groups as an effective measure of a desirable multipolar charge distribution. With a net negative charge on the inner group and a net positive charge on the outer groups, already the free H4TCPE molecule exhibits such a multipolarity. To mimic the conformational strain of the TCPE linker caused by binding to the metal nodes within a MOF, we now vary the C-C distances between the carboxylate carbon atoms in the range between 12 Å and 19 Å as illustrated in Figure 4. In MOFs 1-6 the carboxylate groups of the TCPE linker are fixed in one common plane by the metal nodes. To account for this, we keep the CO2H groups fixed in the xy-plane, while the remaining H4TCPE molecule is fully relaxed. Figure 4a shows that the charge polarization as measured by the Hirshfeld charge difference is indeed strongly affected by the conformational strain. For both the neutral and the charge case, it exhibits a clear maximum for a C-C distance of 16 Å. The absolute value is furthermore a factor of three larger for the charged molecule, which we expect to better represent the TCPE linker in the MOFs. If the 2PA cross section value is indeed influenced by an increased charge polarization (design criterion a) listed above), then this would suggest highest 2PA cross section values for a C-C distance of 16 Å.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that the influence of strain-induced charge polarization on 2PA cross section values of chromophore molecules has been investigated. As the explicit calculation of the 2PA cross section values for a charged chromophore is an unresolved challenge, we focus here on the neutral H4TCPE. The two-photon transition tensor elements for a transition from the ground state (0) to the excited state (f) are calculated by the sum-over-state formula

\[ S_{\alpha\beta} = \sum_i \left[ \langle 0 | \mu_i^{\alpha} | i \rangle \langle i | \mu_i^{\beta} | f \rangle \omega_i - \frac{\alpha_i}{2} \right] \]

where \( \omega_i \) is the excitation energy for the intermediate state (i) and \( \mu_i^{\alpha\beta} \) is the electronic dipole operator. For randomly oriented gas-phase molecules, the 2PA cross section is given by orientational averaging over the two-photon absorption probability. Figure 4b shows the three highest 2PA values and their transition energies. Comparing Figure 4a and Figure 4b, we see that the change in charge polarization as derived from the Hirshfeld charge measure indeed impacts the 2PA as expected. Exactly as found for the Hirshfeld charges, the 2PA is highest for a C-C distance of 16 Å (Supporting Information, Table S10), i.e. a value that is close to the strain parameters of MOFs 1, 2 and 3 (vertical lines in Figure 4b).

The 2PA values from Figure 4b are calculated assuming a random orientation of H4TCPE in the gas phase. However, the samples in this work are powders of micro-crystalline MOFs. Only these crystals are randomly oriented during the measurement, while within a MOF crystal the linkers are specifically ordered. At present, the calculation of NLO properties for periodic systems...
with up to 648 atoms is computationally prohibitive. Nevertheless, if the linkers behave near independently, then their contributions will be additive.\(^{[12]}\) To approximately account for the short-range molecular order within a MOF crystal, we thus use the molecular \(S_{\alpha\beta}\) (Supporting Information, Table S10) to calculate the two-photon transition tensor elements of the unit cell in a simplified model. This model neglects any molecular correlation effects beyond their tensor elements \(S_{\alpha\beta}\), as well as the influence of the nodes and co-ligands. After summing up the corresponding tensor elements \(S_{\alpha\beta}\) of each molecule in the MOF structure, orientational averaging is applied to account for the random orientation of the MOF micro-crystals (see Supporting Information, Section 4.4).

For 1 and 2 (cubic lattice), we use \(S_{\alpha\beta}\) of H-TCPe with a C-C distance of 15 Å, and for 3-6 (kagome lattice) the 17 Å tensor elements are used. This leads to 2PA cross section values of 35 GM/chromophore for 1 and 2 and 163 GM/chromophore for 3-6. This relative trend is in excellent agreement with our experimental findings, which differentiates the MOFs 1-6 into two groups (Figure 3). These results demonstrate the importance of the details of the linker conformation, strain, crystal structure and the arrangement of the linkers when designing MOFs for MPA applications. The MPA properties are most likely further enhanced by additional intermolecular coupling of the linkers, charge transfer through the nodes and co-ligands. Indeed, the enhanced MPA properties of some thin film materials which feature aggregated chromophores, e.g. porphyrins, were assigned to such intramolecular coupling.\(^{[12]}\)

From our model, we deduce that the 2PA would be maximized in a MOF with a planar arrangement of the TCPe linker, as then the \(S_{\alpha\beta}\) would be the sum of all molecules. A good representation of such an ideal arrangement is, for example given by [Zn\(_2\)(TCPe)], a MOF known for its high quantum efficiency.\(^{[86]}\) The model thus allows to quickly evaluate existing TCPe-based MOF structures for their MPA performance. For example, we estimate 2PA cross section values of 156 GM/chromophore for [Cd\(_2\)(TCPe)\(_2\)\(\cdot\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_2\)(DMF)]\(^{[21]}\), 165 GM/chromophore for K[Bi(TCPe)(DMF)\(_2\)] (DMF = N,N-dimethylformamide)\(^{[20]}\), and 170 GM/chromophore for the above mentioned [Zn\(_2\)(TCPe)]\(^{[84]}\). Indeed, in full accordance with the model we measure a value of 4300 GM for this latter compound, i.e. a value that even exceeds the one of our previously top-performing MOF 3 (Supporting Information, Figure S17 and Table S4). The model presented in this work is correspondingly a first step to evaluate the chromophore linker arrangement quantitatively and it can give a first indication whether a MOF is a promising candidate for MPA applications. However, if correlation effects between the chromophore linkers beyond the \(S_{\alpha\beta}\) tensor elements play a dominant role, the model will not be sufficient to describe the system.

In conclusion, the modular building block principle and reticular chemistry of crystalline coordination networks, of which MOFs represent a prominent sub-class, provide unique opportunities to design crystalline structures with distinct NLO and other photo-physical properties.\(^{[7b, 23]}\) Framework-integrated chromophores in MOFs show increased stability against thermal, chemical and light induced degradation, along with reduced sensitivity towards water and various solvents.\(^{[9b, 13, 16]}\) The metal ions of the nodes can be chosen to facilitate the synthesis process.

![Figure 4](image_url)
and to enhance the stability of the crystal. In this contribution, we demonstrated how such MOFs can be specifically designed for MPA applications by fulfilling a range of design concepts. This allowed us to reach unprecedentedly high 2PA values. We developed a quantitative model that is useful to evaluate existing structures of MOFs and crystalline coordination networks in general. It predicts that the intrinsic MPA properties can be further increased in MOFs by maximizing the two-photon transition tensor of the unit cell. Our results show how this can be achieved by the control of the arrangement of rigidified and at the same time suitably strained NLO chromophore linkers in a high packing density together with the adjustment of charge transfer by additional co-ligands attached to the nodes.
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Nonlinear optical properties in MOFs have been enhanced to record high multi-photon absorption cross section values by following five design criteria, supported by theory.